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The CBR Series is a new lineup of passive loudspeakers developed by adopting the extensive
knowledge of speaker designand acoustic technologies that Yamaha has accrued over a long
and storied history of making speakers of every kind. Combining a meticulous materials
selection process, thorough customization of the audio components, and a fresh,
innovativeapproach to speaker design, our engineering team's primary focus was to deliver
high-power, high-definition sound in a highlyportable and versatile design that is equally at
home in front-of-house, floor monitoring, or rigged configurations. The CBR15 provides the
lowest frequency in its lineup, delivering outstanding performance for the front-of-house sound
for live performance, DJ events or for installation situations that require highly prominent low
and high SPL. The CBR12 represents a perfect balance of size and performance. Ideal for
front-of-house, floor monitoring or even rigged applications, the CBR12 is an ideal choice for a
wide range of applications. The CBR10 is the most compact model in its series. While delivering
astonishing power for its size and weight, the CBR10 is ideal for both portable and installed
applications. Overview Features Specs Options Downloads. Professional Audio Toggle
navigation. CBR series. Product Information. The colors and finishes shown may vary from
those on the actual products. Case Studies. Special Contents. From small clubs to stadiums,
Yamaha has long and storied history of manufacturing innovative, high-quality loudspeakers
across the entire live performance spectrum. The CLUB seriesâ€”currently in its 5th generation
modelâ€” is a recognized worldwide as an industry standard, while the new CBR was designed
in response to an increasing demand for an updated, durable and portable loudspeaker with the
versatility to adapt to wide range of applications from FOH sound to monitoring to fixed
installation sound reinforcement. Featuring powerful amplifiers with outstanding clarity even at
the highest outputs, speaker presets for faster and easier setup, and versatile enclosures with a
rugged yet sophisticated design, Yamaha loudspeakers are always up to the task when it's time
to hit the road. The CBR Series is a new lineup of passive loudspeakers developed by adopting
the extensive knowledge of speaker design and acoustic technologies that Yamaha has accrued
over a long and storied history of making speakers of every kind. Combining a meticulous
materials selection process, thorough customization of the audio components, and a fresh,
innovative approach to speaker design, our engineering team's primary focus was to deliver
high-power, high-definition sound in a highly portable and versatile design that is equally at
home in front-of-house, floor monitoring, or rigged configurations. This comprehensive speaker
lineup includes three models for front-of-house use, three models for monitoring, and three
sub-woofers. The front-of-house speakers are available with 12 inch, 15 inch, or dual 15 inch
woofers, giving you a range of choices to suit your needs. Professional Audio Toggle
navigation. Case Studies. Special Contents. The CBR Series is a new lineup of passive
loudspeakers developed by adopting the extensive knowledge of speaker designand acoustic
technologies that Yamaha has accrued over a long and storied history of making speakers of
every kind. Combining a meticulous materials selection process, thorough customization of the
audio components, and a fresh, innovativeapproach to speaker design, our engineering team's
primary focus was to deliver high-power, high-definition sound in a highlyportable and versatile
design that is equally at home in front-of-house, floor monitoring, or rigged configurations. The
CBR15 provides the lowest frequency in its lineup, delivering outstanding performance for the
front-of-house sound for live performance, DJ events or for installation situations that require
highly prominent low and high SPL. The CBR12 represents a perfect balance of size and
performance. Ideal for front-of-house, floor monitoring or even rigged applications, the CBR12
is an ideal choice for a wide range of applications. The CBR10 is the most compact model in its
series. While delivering astonishing power for its size and weight, the CBR10 is ideal for both
portable and installed applications. Overview Features Specs Options Downloads. Professional
Audio Toggle navigation. CBR Series Loudspeakers. Product Information. CBR15
Loudspeakers. CBR12 Loudspeakers. CBR10 Loudspeakers. The colors and finishes shown
may vary from those on the actual products. Case Studies. CBR Series speakers come
equipped with carefully selected and customized transducers that feature a highly responsive
woofer and a precise 2. Additionally, a newly designed wide-dispersion constant directivity horn
minimizes the radiation pattern deterioration in oblique directions that more conventional horns
are prone to, allowing sound to expand in a more rectangular pattern, evenly dispersing
wide-frequency sound to the outer-most edges of the coverage area. Have you ever blown your
speakers by cranking up the output levels beyond your speakers capabilities? This valuable
protection circuit affords you worry-free operation of your speakers when you need them most.
Combined with a highly responsive LF unit, CBR Series speakers reliably deliver clear, precise
sound at any output level. CBR Series speakers feature a very compact, durable, and
lightweight plastic cabinet equipped with newly designed, ergonomic handles that greatly
minimize system transport and setup. In addition, all CBR models feature a sleek, steel front

grille that seamlessly blends in with installation aesthetics while protecting the vital inner
speaker components from environmental hazards. In addition, the CBR12 and CBR15's
symmetrical shape allows for effortless configuration of a mirror-mode floor monitoring system
for a larger and more defined sweet spot. CBR loudspeakers come equipped with M8 rigging
points, allowing for rigged applications with optional speaker brackets or standardized
eye-bolts. Yamaha's newly designed functional speaker covers that protect your speakers from
unfavorable weather conditions during outdoor performances, dusty and dirty warehouse
storage, or the rigors of equipment transport on the road. Overview Features Specs Options
Downloads. Professional Audio Toggle navigation. CBR series. Rugged, Highly Portable
Enclosure Design. Simple Connectivity. Smart Enclosure Design for Floor Monitoring. Rigging
Points for Installation Applications. Functional Speaker Cover. Case Studies. Special Contents.
Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. The Yamaha CBR10 10" Passive Loudspeaker was developed by adopting the
extensive knowledge of speaker design and acoustic technologies that Yamaha has accrued
over a long and storied history of making speakers of every kind. The CBR10 is the most
compact model in its series. While delivering astonishing power for its size and weight, the
CBR10 is ideal for both portable and installed applications. Additionally, a newly designed
wide-dispersion constant directivity horn minimizes the radiation pattern deterioration in
oblique directions that more conventional horns are prone to, allowing sound to expand in a
more rectangular pattern, evenly dispersing wide-frequency sound to the outer-most edges of
the coverage area. This valuable protection circuit affords you worry-free operation of your
speakers when you need them most. Combined with a highly responsive LF unit, CBR Series
speakers reliably deliver clear, precise sound at any output level. CBR Series speakers feature a
very compact, durable, and lightweight plastic cabinet equipped with newly designed,
ergonomic handles that greatly minimize system transport and setup. In addition, all CBR
models feature a sleek, steel front grille that seamlessly blends in with installation aesthetics
while protecting the vital inner speaker components from environmental hazards. Skip to main
content. See All Buying Options. Visit the Yamaha Store. Color: MultiColored. Customers who
viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page.
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Compare with similar items. Would you like to tell us
about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews
Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering
reviews right now. Please try again later. Color: MultiColored Verified Purchase. Haven't gotten
it to work yet for what it was intended to do. I bought this with the intention of using it as a
monitor with our current church sound system, however, when I plug it into the monitor port, I
get no sound out of it. Not sure if this is an operator error thing, or whether it will not work for
this application, or what the deal is, but I haven't been successful in getting it to work yet. I do
acoustic solo shows a few times each month, and I'm almost 55, so I needed something lighter
than the Audio Centron CE12h speakers I was lugging around. Very light for us old guys and the
10s put out way more sound than the 90s-era 12s I was using. VERY satisfied with these. One
person found this helpful. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all
reviews to English. Con suficiente potencia para la fiesta. Se sienten muy robustas a pesar de
ser de 10 pulg. Me gustan los acabados se sienten bastante resistentes y luce bien el logo al
frente. Yo lo conecto en conjunto con un subwoofer pasivo pasa banda lo usaba para home
theater. Para poder explotar mejor el sonido de estos bailes requieres de al menos un
amplificador de watts para que suenen bien de otra manera se oye con poca fuerza, sobre todo
los sonidos bajos. Los estoy usando con un amplificador Yamaha PX5 y van muy bien.
Reviewed in Mexico on May 21, Images in this review. Translate review to English. Pages with
related products. See and discover other items: oh
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